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WHAT IS THE FLIPPED CLASSROOM (FC)

The classroom flip (Baker & Mentch, 2000)



VARIED VIEWS OF THE FLIPPED CLASSROOM (FC)

Conflict FC practice Research findings

Mathematics Education Research / Leaders 

 “Delivering content” with videos is not good teaching!

 tasks problematize mathematics – students formulate solutions –
teachers build instruction on student thinking

FC Leaders: It’s not about videos! It’s about pedagogy!

 Deliver content outside class to transform in-class learning

 active engagement – student-centered – conceptual understanding

What does it mean to deliver content / engage students?



RESEARCH-SUPPORTED TEACHING PRACTICES

1. Establish mathematics goals to focus learning.

2. Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem 
solving. 

3. Use and connect mathematical representations. 

4. Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse. 

5. Pose purposeful questions. 

6. Build procedural fluency from conceptual understanding. 

7. Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. 

8. Elicit and use evidence of student thinking.
NCTM (2014). Principles to Actions. NCTM: Reston, VA. 



A WAY FORWARD 

Focus on teaching practices, not content delivery

Definition of the Flipped Classroom:

 Teachers use the flipped classroom when they enact 
teaching practices outside of class using communication 
technologies in order to efficiently enact teaching practices 
during class.



EXAMPLE: WHAT TEACHING PRACTICES ARE PRESENT?

1. goals
2. reasoning/PS 

tasks 
3. representations
4. discourse
5. purposeful 

questions
6. conceptual 

understanding
7. productive 

struggle
8. student thinking



EXAMPLE: WHAT TEACHING PRACTICES ARE PRESENT?

1. goals
2. reasoning tasks 
3. representations
4. discourse
5. purposeful 

questions
6. conceptual 

understanding
7. productive 

struggle
8. student thinking



ACTIONS OF THE PRACTICES

Teachers’ actions

Students’ actions

NCTM (2014). 
Principles to Actions. 
NCTM: Reston, VA.



THE PROBLEM



DISCUSSION

You receive these student 
responses. What would 
your next steps be as a 
teacher? 



JAMES’ PEDAGOGICAL MOVES

Students struggled to agree on 
a correct definition for h. 

James made an in-the-moment 
instructional decision and asked 
students to complete the 
following sentence: 

“If a function h undoes a 
function f, then...” 



JAMES’ PEDAGOGICAL MOVES



A RETURN

Linking in-class learning 
with the pre-class video.  





JAMES’ PEDAGOGICAL MOVES



RESEARCH-SUPPORTED TEACHING PRACTICES

1. Establish mathematics goals to focus learning.

2. Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem 
solving. 

3. Use and connect mathematical representations. 

4. Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse. 

5. Pose purposeful questions. 

6. Build procedural fluency from conceptual understanding. 

7. Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. 
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A WAY FORWARD 

Focus on teaching practices, not content delivery

Definition of the Flipped Classroom:

 Teachers use the flipped classroom when they enact 
teaching practices outside of class using communication 
technologies in order to efficiently enact teaching practices 
during class.



DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR FLIPPED INSTRUCTION

1. Flipped Classroom Principle 1 (FCP1)
Use out-of-class tasks to encourage student reflection and 
elicit a response from students.

2. Flipped Classroom Principle 2 (FCP2)
Use in-class tasks to build new knowledge as part of a 
learning community; 

3. Flipped Classroom Principle 3 (FCP3)
Connect out-of-class and in-class tasks using the same 
instructional approach.



CONCLUSION

How have you used (or how might you imagine using) 
the Flipped Classroom model to implement reform-
oriented, research-supported teaching practices?

 Hurdles?

 Your classroom?
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